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Shoosh Monkey
Uses CloudAlly to Restore Customers’ Data

Success Story – Shoosh Monkey

Shoosh Monkey PTY LTD
Shoosh Monkey PTY LTD is a G Suite support and software development
agency that creates unique bespoke tools for many types of businesses.
“We use every part of G Suite in our consultation process when
designing software for clients, from documents that contain the project
outline, Google Drawings for mock-ups to Google Slides to present our
project idea and estimations.” Kris Hogh - Owner
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Using CloudAlly to Simplify G Suite Backup
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G Suite

Shoosh Monkey creates software for G Suites easy-to-use platforms
and provides managed support services for clients using G Suite. After
personally suffering a significant data loss with an early version of Google
Drive sync, Kris lost confidence in Google’s innate capacity to restore
data.
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“Their backups were incremental, the restore process was
straightforward, and the pricing was simple.”
“The interface is simple and intuitive,There are no unnecessary options,
which I love. We just connect the backup and leave it alone.” Kris Hogh Owner

Affordable Peace of Mind
Kris appreciates CloudAlly because it is an affordable solution, and with
its focus on G Suite, it’s a no-brainer for Shoosh Monkey and our clients.
“Three dollars a month for peace of mind?” he says. “There's no question
of value for money.” At the same time, CloudAlly still provides top-notch
customer support – a feature that Kris prioritizes for himself and his
customers and another reason why he partnered with CloudAlly.

“After a customer lost important
data, I investigated all the cloud
backup solutions available at the
time. I found CloudAlly to the best
in breed for simple, intuitive set up
and low overhead to manage. Set
and forget!.... Oh and their support
is great if you need assistance!”

Kris Hogh
Shoosh Monkey - Owner
Canberra, Australia

Intuitive, Routine Backup Streamlines Restore
Kris appreciates the incremental backup that CloudAlly for G Suite
Backup provides. Rather than having to continually worry about his
backup program, he can, instead, leave CloudAlly alone – assured that
the software is performing its function each day.
CloudAlly’s well-chosen innate features gives Hogh certainty that his
backed-up data will be retrievable if needed. And when a restore is
necessary, Hogh notes how efficiently CloudAlly has helped him restore
lost data. “The functionality of CloudAlly is great,” he says. “I have had to
restore a few times for various reasons and it's been a life-saver.” Kris
Hogh - Owner.

CloudAlly provides secure cloud backup for Office 365,
SharePoint/OneDrive, and other eading business solutions on Amazon
AWS regional data centers.

LEARN MORE: WWW.CLOUDALLY.COM OR CALL +1 (424) 304 1959

Founded in 2011 as one of the world’s first
cloud-to-cloud backup service for G Suite,
Office 365, Salesforce, etc. CloudAlly led
the industry with the first commercially
available Microsoft Office 365 cloud backup
in Q1 2014. ISO 27001 certified, HIPAA and
GDPR compliant, CloudAlly adheres to
industry standard best practices for
information security management.
CloudAlly is privately held and has
customers and partners in over 40
countries. Learn more:

www.CloudAlly.com
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